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Raft deihate, May 1/79. 

My dearly beloved, ladies and gentlemen, I come tonight to plead with you not to lose the lessons 
of history, for without it we would all be amnesiacs not knowing who we are, where we have been, 
and where we are going. History is the collective memory of the race, it is the experience often 
bought at a high price that explains ourselves and our world. Can you imagine the confusion and 
fear that would follow upon the loss of that memory and that experience? Just within the p~st two 
weeks there have been some indic0tions of what it would mean. On April 19 as the swollen Pearl 
River aimed its flood waters at Monticello, Mississippi, the director of civil &efense said on the 
TV news, "v e have never had anything like this. We have no history to go on, you know •11 On April 
23 the president of the company that operates 3-mile island nuclear plant confessed his company's 
unpreparedness for what happened there. "{eep in mi.nd ," he sad.d , "man was dealing with a problem 
he never experienced before :1 And last week astronomers reported finding a star in the universe 
that seemed to be coming and going at the same time, and at a high rate of speed in each direction. 
We do not know what it is, they-admitted; "we've never seen acything like this before." 

Now, these are isolated instances, to be sure. But think what it would be like to live in 
a world in which every event, natural or man-made, came as a surprise; in which human beings would 
have to begin all over again to invent the wheel and-t'Pcontrol fire, learn to speak and to reason, 
find out through costly trial and error what plants were edible and which animals were hostile, 
develop tools and shelter and clothing, even to work out the high risk activity of mere survival. 
That would be the state of things if you subtract the collective memory of mankind. None of us 
would know our names, or our relationships with each other and with peoples in otheriplaces, or 
where we stood on the caleedar. Two years ago the most popular show on TV was a dramatization of 
the book Roots, written by a man who could not be satisfied until he knew his ancestry, remember? 
How would you like it if no one had any knowledge of his roots, of the generations and the .l§i.nos 
from which we have sprung? No one would know what experiments in government or economic~~na<le~~en 
tried in the past, no one whuild know what values and life-styles were rewarding and which were de 
grading, no one would know anything about the rules of baseball or music or cooking or farming. 
There would be a blank so fearsome that every bolt of lightning, every flight of birds, every red 
dened sunset, every birth and every death,would be a terrifying exception to man's momentary memory. 

History has taught man to understand these and other events, to see if not always to accept, 
the relatshp between cause and effect, t~ appreciate the vast heritage the giants of the past have 
bequeathed the present. As a study history is the only place, even in the brief survey we offer 
students, where one meets the names and the contributions of Anaximander and Aristotle, Aquinas and 
Hegel and Kant; Adam Smith and Auguste Comte and St:l.hliemann and Evans;~ Euclid,~Newton and Kepler 
and Galileo ~nd .C~~rn}cus, H?2'1e~d· Soohocles and Shakespeare and Swift, Mozart and Rodin and 
Michelangelo,~~sar~nBMCh~rreTii.agne'and Jefferson and Hitler, William Harvey and Jethro Tull and 
Magellan and Charles Lindbergh. It is the only place where one may find information about nations 
and countries, war and peace, laws and crimes, churches and synagogs and mosques and temples, sci 
ence and langaage and literature and the a rts, and a thousand other subjects, all in the same place, 
each in its I•~}ilWt relationshp to all the others. And all this you would lose if you were to drwwn 
man's historical inheritance. That is too high a price to pay. 

•iifthat is not all. Even more valuaele than the persons and the events which have made us 
what we are is the historical contribution of perspective, the ability to see events as part of a 
pattern that comes to us out of the past, to know the significance filE.. the insigRificance of one 1 s 
own time and~ place, to judge what to do and when to do :ij;._. __ For it is only by studying the 
successes and failures of the past that we can effectively @~-ri~fi the future. What is past is 
prologue~ it helps us to underst the present and feel more at home in it, it offers guidelines into 
tomorrow. °'"' IA.J> t--fov-qe/(;- 

Many years ago I saw a movie that contained a scene I~~. It was a history of 
aviation, and we saw one of those ungainly early models smoke, and fa1l, and ~asa. After a few 
mements it burst into flames. Out of the burning wreckage crawled the pilot,~~ cloth~l~€ 
afire. Painfully he pulled himself thru a wheatfield, scorching the plants as he passed, right up 
to ~ the camera. "Tell them to turn off the switch, 11 he said, and died. And after that, every 
_hlyer knew that the electric spark of the ignition would cause a fire in a crashed aircraft, and"'r 

e~ could survive. But one man died to learn that fact. Other men and women, an arrqy of them,~ 
have lived and died to lea~n about this world, and human society,v'and survival. Do not let that 
hard-won information be lost to your generation. Save history, which is the study of that body of 
experience without which none of us can be human. 




